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A. GodA. God’’s Original Plans Original Plan
1. God1. God’’s plan apparently was to enjoy s plan apparently was to enjoy 

fellowship with man forever.fellowship with man forever.
•• That seems to be implied in the scene of That seems to be implied in the scene of 

Gen. 3:8, where we learn that God Gen. 3:8, where we learn that God ““knewknew””

man was absent.man was absent.

2. All man could do was offer excuses.2. All man could do was offer excuses.
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B. The ProblemB. The Problem
1. The reality was that man had sinned in 1. The reality was that man had sinned in 

direct disobedience to Goddirect disobedience to God’’s command.s command.

2. This resulted in the estrangement of 2. This resulted in the estrangement of 

man from God, manifest in manman from God, manifest in man’’s flight s flight 

from God into the trees of the garden.from God into the trees of the garden.
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C. Temporary SolutionC. Temporary Solution
1. There was the covering of Adam and 1. There was the covering of Adam and 

Eve by the animal skins.Eve by the animal skins.

2. There were other animal sacrifices as 2. There were other animal sacrifices as 

well, but then came the elaborate well, but then came the elaborate 

sacrificial system of the Law of Moses.sacrificial system of the Law of Moses.

•• These animals likely were sacrificial as These animals likely were sacrificial as 

well and so also well and so also ““coveredcovered”” the sin of the sin of 

Adam and Eve.Adam and Eve.

•• Each sacrifice predicted the greater Each sacrifice predicted the greater 

sacrifice of Christ Himself. All other sacrifice of Christ Himself. All other 

sacrifices only covered sin sacrifices only covered sin –– nevernever did any did any 

of these sacrifices take away even one sin.of these sacrifices take away even one sin.
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D. Permanent SolutionD. Permanent Solution
1. Jesus inaugurated a new covenant on 1. Jesus inaugurated a new covenant on 

the basis of which sins are taken away the basis of which sins are taken away 

and forgiveness is granted. Hence there and forgiveness is granted. Hence there 

is no further sacrifice for sin.is no further sacrifice for sin.

a. We have access to God (Eph. 2:14a. We have access to God (Eph. 2:14--18).18).

2. There is no more estrangement from 2. There is no more estrangement from 

God for the person who believes in God for the person who believes in 

Jesus. Instead, having been reconciled Jesus. Instead, having been reconciled 

to God, we now have access to Him.to God, we now have access to Him.

b. We have access to His grace (Rom. 5:1b. We have access to His grace (Rom. 5:1--5).5).

c. This access is not tentative, but bold (Hb. c. This access is not tentative, but bold (Hb. 

4:16; 10:194:16; 10:19--25).25).


